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Post-Urban Cities 
Post-Urban Cities is a work in progress. Its first product is an hybrid CD-ROM that interfaces with the 
Internet. It is a result of a reflection about a project of Urban Intervention, Arte/Cidade 
(http://www.artecidade.org.br), curated by Brazilian philosopher Nelson Brissac Peixoto, that has 
been taking place in Sao Paulo since 1994. 

Arte/Gdade explores the relationships among art, architecture and urbanism, through interventions 
in abandoned buildings and forgotten circuits of the city. Its point of departure is the vision of con- 
temporary metropolises as communication and transport networks, punctuated by discontinuities 
and fragmented lines (Fig.1). 

Figure 1: Aerial View of Bras neighborhood, intervention site of Ane!Gdade project, Sao 
Paulo, 1997. By Cassio Vasconcellos 

Artists and urbanists are invited to create artworks fur those specific locations and urban situations. 
Because ofthis,a CD-ROM about Arte!Gdade is a paradoxical object. It is made through the impasse 
provoked by the incompatibilities between the scale of content and that of its own means of con- 
veyance. 

To the difficulties of the reconstruction of artwork that depends on their setting and on the experi- 
ence of the observer, is added the difficulty of dealing with those specific locations in an abstract and 
virtual space, a non-place by definition (Fig.2). 

Figure 2: Image from the CD-ROM Urban Interventions, 1997. By Ronaldo Miranda 

The relationship between the site and the non-site shall never be that of a mere register, a represen- 
tation of what happens in the intervention space. The non-site is a sort of map made of fragmems 
whose intention isn't to rebuild the intervention that happened in the place. The site remains inac · 
msible and the non-site keeps it undetermined and contradictory aspect. 

The idea of a CD-ROM with on-line mterfare stresses those contradictions. It reinforces the tensions 
between the hugeness of the urban situation, its passage into the two-dimensional surface of the 
CD-ROM and the endless of cyberspace, where post-urban cities proliferate, transforming the imer- 
face into the message. 

Those aspects led us to the limit of the question of intangibility of space and put post-urbanity on 
the horizon of Arte!Cidade project. Alien to time fuses and independent from the concrete effective- 
nm of human relationships, the post-urban cities emerge confined by areas of internal Hux, but they 
don't circumscribe landmarks. 

This impossibility of location on the geological and geographical ground does not imply a non-lcca- 
lion, but in a non-topographic topology.A topology that is inscribed in the displacement of an infor- 
mation network, and affords the creation of points of intersertion. 

It is precisely in these intersections that live the post-urban cities.And they are not'post" because 
they chronologically succeed the urban thinking, but because at the same time that they subvert our 
basic idea of city, they are conceivable only within the urban horizon [Fig. 3) 

Figure 3: Image from the CD-ROM Urban lntervennons, 1997. By Pipa 

They are not confined to the cities ranked in the Internet's traffic lines, although they are prolific 
there, where an unmeasurable amount of data streams per second, of which a significam part still 
offer free or low cost access. They are dematerialized cities that redirect the vectors of this end of the 
cemury's utopias, enabling schemes where interchanges draw non-territorial maps of intelligem 
communities. 

In this kind of scenery are being placed the bets for a different sort of geography, one that could 
reshape the very meanings of geography and history. It is sceneries like these that make us think 
about the wealth slumbering among the ruins, where everything is unheard-of, and at the same time 
known; everything is dead, and yet unborn (Fig. 4). 

Figure 4: Ruins of Industrias Matarazzo, Sao Paulo, intervention site of Arte/Cidade project, 
1995. By Nelson Kon 

Here one can think of post-urban cities and their imaginary landscapes. Cyberspace ones, that must 
not be confused with the electronic superhighway's"double perverse.tas Pierre levy named it. 
because "it puts on stage a territory (the physical networks, the token services), instead, and in the 
place of, common objects." 

These common objects are basically virtual, temporary constructions that result from the sharing of 
memories and of hypertexts that in their absolute contemporaneity update the meaning of the ruins. 

Ruins are more than abandoned places; they are the exposed seers of a past without continuity, one 
that obstinately insinuates itself as a chance of future. Places that have lost their physiognomy, and 
therefore become readable in spaces that defy the rationale of urban planning, that undepend of 
mark and territory references. 

That is what puts cyberspace on the operational horizon of Ane!Gdade1 projects of intervention in 
abandoned buildings and empty spaces. Likewise going around metropolises, navigate on the networlt 
to get in the center of a displacemem structure, starting from the idea of discontinuity. 

A discontinuity that is made by the reframing of scales that are no longer measured in kilometers or 
miles. A motion that doesn't happen in an invariable way, according to the laws of mechanics. A kind 
of displacemem that operates the interaction existing between the poles of the physical city and the 
cyberspatial city, through connections that can revalidate the concepts of authorship, nationality, and 
city[Fig.5]. 
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Figure 5: Aerial View of Br.ls neighborhood, Sao Paulo, intervention site of Arte/Gdade project, 
1997. By Cassio Vasconcellos 

Intelligent collect1vit1es, where the "link: the point where hypertext becomes effective, the place 
where encounters happen through "elective affinities';that's all. Because it is at this moment that 
memories are shared, that files from various origins are reread and recyded. It is from there that post- 
urban cities can be developed. Where particular histories overflow their specifics, drawing the mesh of 
a borderless community, made of gaps and random encounters."Crash communities," points of inter- 
section, recomposing differences.articulating instabilities, routes of collision and implosion [Fig.6]. 

Figure 6: Image from Arte/Cidade web site, http://www.artecidade.org.br/brasmitte, 1996. 
By: Ricardo Ribenboim 

The project is essentially deconstructivist. It doesn't intend to reinforce the cybernetic nonsense of vir- 
tual pseudo-cities that emulate the most boring aspects of Western cities: banks, malls, peep-shows. It 
is related to other vectors: those that indicate a new geopolitical configuration, a network that is not 
linear as the railroad paths along which 19th century metropolises have developed. A network that is 
a global web made of random and temporary connections, that revalidate the senses of pertinence 
and of distance, intrinsic matters to the very notion of contemporary urban spaces as navigation envi- 
ronments.A navigation that does not guide rtself through a magnetic compass.as did the 16th centu- 
ry's great navigations, which transformed space in a net of imaginary lines where routes were traced 
with points of departure and arrival. 

It is a navigation performed without a precise sense of destination, as in a links' research, of on line 
addresses that can shelter sites, debate lists, or chats, that connect individuals and groups around 
common and temporary spaces. Not the vision through a telescope, monocular as the experience of 
dassical perspective, but that of multiple windows of the computer environment and of frames' pro- 
gramming, that disarticulates language and transforms images in landscapes, figuring the equiva- 
lence of project and ruin. 

The megapolises' abandoned buildings are exactly like that. In one only structure, the intuition and its 
impossibility. and, in what concerns the interventions that have been taking place in the city of Sao 
Paulo, they force the encounter with greatness and with horror.[Fig. 7]. 

Figure 7: Ruins of Industrias Matarazzo, S.io Paulo, intervention site of Arte/Cidade pro- 
ject, 1995. By: Nelson Kon 

Because there the matters of scale are related to the unmeasurable, to what escapes to the intention 
of understanding and arrangement. From the poverty that spreads under viaducts to the turnpikes 
that overlay the urnan tracks, everything in contemporary megalopolises compels to a broken dis- 
placement, the recognition of socially and spacially interposing barriers. 

Urban ruins become, then, more than a testimony of our political unfitness. They are the parenthesis 
between two eras:a present-of-the-past and a future-of-me-present It is between these parenthesis 
that are set the impasses of post-urban cities: the globalization of poverty and the prospect of the 
world's dematerialization [Fig.8]. 

Figure 8: Image from the CO-ROM Urban Interventions, 1997. By Pipa. 
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Memory is the Message 
Today, innovations in digital technology seem to have created a new and imaginary world of virtual 
reality. But I want to argue this is not so, and that virtualization is in fact a biological skill unique to all 
humankind, and it helps us to deal with the real world - being employed from the earliest pre-tech- 
nological cultures down to our own technology-saturated ones. 

Our ability to virtualise things is not technology dependent nor is the process derived from technology 
- it is an absolutely fundamental part of our biology, one that we have transported into various arti- 
ficial technologies. 

Whoever put the words"virtual" and "reality" together must have enjoyed creating this impish para- 
dox. For virtual sex will likely be as available and prepostorous as real love is fulfilling and elusive. And 
it is the latter we must relentlessly pursue. 

Let me try and reassess this by looking at two things - the virtual, and its twin partner, the actual. 
Simply put, something that is actual exists at this moment in time and in this space, here and now. 
The same thing made virtual is it in essence, so being transportable through time and through space. 
But both are real-one thing existing in two forms. 

These two, the actual and the virtual.are dynamically linked. We constantly transform the substance of 
things from one state to the other, like late 20th century alchemists - the actual we virtualise then 
later re-actualise - employing both biological and digital memory to do this. So we have developed 
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the ability to multiply and transport our memones to be used by many people in many places at many 
times. An undmtanding of the way we employ virtualisanons in biological and digital memory is 
essential as we start to shape the new Cyber Age. 

Our own ability to perceive things, anything, rests in a coded virtualisation lodged somewhere in bio- 
logical memory. But we now seem to take our ability to remember things for granted - that is 
unless we forget something. Without the ability to virtualise things into memory we would in fact 
perceive no more than each disjointed second of our isolated existences; we would have no history, 
no language and no culture to share. 

let me give a practical example of biological memory's power to virtualise things without even hav- 
ing to try and without knowing what its doing in us. let me ask you the following question: How 
many doors are there in the house you presently inhabit? 

Well, its likely that you do not have an immediate answer to this question-possibly because you've 
never stopped to count the number of doors in your house. But, let me ask you the question again 
and, this time, dose your eyes and try to compute the answer: So, how many doors are there in the 
house you presently inhabit? 

With a little time to reflect you will each be able to answer the question correctly, and do so by re- 
actualising the landscape of your home stored as a virtual memory and taking a walk around it to 
count each door until the correct total is found. This is an example of the actual made virtual, then 
reactualised in biological memory so to be at our service.And the process by which we are able to do 
this makes a number of facts obvious. 

Firstly, through experience, and without even trying, our biology virtualises things, forming an inter- 
nal representation of what something looks like. 

Secondly, the subsequent re-actualisation of this in memory creates a strong representation that 
can last for very long periods of time. 

Thirdly, it is an accurate representation. 

Fourthly, we can re-actualise the image at will from amongst the billions of memories we carry 
within ourselves. 

Finally, once re-actualised we can navigate and move around this virtual space in any direction we 
choose in order to retrieve knowledge. 

Without knowing i,t we all carry within us such virtual landscapes through which we could navigate, 
if we still knew how, in order to explore knowledge. They are, though, the territory of individual space 
not communicable to each other without the invention of techniques or technologies to re-actualise 
them in a form that is transportable outside ourselves and between people. And this process is cru- 
d al to the making of a culture through which social cohesion is created between individuals - or, if 
misused the subjugation of individuality to collective goals. 

Speech is an actualising technique that is variable and, say, charcoal an actualising technology that is 
stable. They both serve to transport things from the virtual landscape of individual memory into the 
territory of public demain.so to be shared. Indeed, the last 500 years or so has seen spectacular 
progress in the invention of technologies specifically designed to transport our memories from the 
pnvate domain into the public - as dones identical to each other in every way. From speech to 
radio- from stylus, wax tablet, papyrus, vellum, paper, pen, ink - to type, printing, books, cam- 
eras, photographs, videos, TV and CD-Roms, - all techniques and technologies designed to re-actu- 
alise, standardise, multiply and distribute our virtual memories - this with the specific objective of 
creating social cohesion amongst us. 

And this journey beginning in the ancient world with the design of human memory, has reached a 
watershed in our post-modern wortd with the emergence of its surrogate, digital memory. This inter- 
twined relationship of our biological memory to our technological memory and how we use them to 
virtualise and re-actualise things is a crucial one that has a common thread running back through 
the generations.It first raised a debate when the methods of oral cultures were augmented by a new 
technique supported by a new technology - that of writing with pen and ink on a stable base. Only 
one person living at this precise moment in history was able to perceive the shift. Typically, though, 
Socrates committed nothing to writing himself- relying on his young pupil Plato to do so. 
Famously, in the Phaedrus, he records Socrates's suspicion of writing, which he believed would place 
outside the mind that which should rightly be within it And he has Socrates say in the Phaedrus that 
the effect of this upon us would be threefold: 

1) We would lose our memories; 

2) We would cease to be private individuals; 

3) We would change the way we educated eurselves, 

Well history has proven Socrates right on each ofthese counts, and no more so than at the present. 
This shift, induced by the first technologies, progressed at great speed in a very short space of time, 
and our memory system has not yet caught up or we taken time out to reflect. Indeed our memory 
structures are influenced by the way we use available technologies in order to live with each other. In 
earlier oral cultures this was not so, simply because they were without writing and technology. 
Indeed, the invention of printing from movable type has had such a profound effect, we tend to for- 
get that book culture is in fact a very recent invention - that only about one third of it has been 
typographic and that the greater part of human history not only predates modem technology, it even 
predates writing. It is perhaps wrong to assume that book learning, the only sort we know, has 
always been the dominant mode,and that such metaphors provide the only model as we move into 
a new Cyber Age. So we must catch up after a long period of stability in the old wortd - this.Folk 
Age" - and rapid change over the last 500 years in the"Machine Age." 

These three epochs, the'Felk Age';the "Machine Age," and the "Cyber Age," embrace various cultures 
similar in the balance they strike in the use of biological and technological memory systems. 

Broadly, I would define the "Folk Age" as all those cultures using individual human memory as the 
primary means for storage and conservation of knowledge. In the earliest of these (ones before the 
invention of writing) what could not endure in the memory of each person, evaporated completely 
and was lost. Histories, ancestries, stories, and journeys all had to be conveyed by the spoken word in 
order to forge social groupings with shared cultures that could endure over successive generations 
- so they struggled to create soda! cohesion in a world full of individuals and tribes. 

So special people were identified as the keepers of knowledge. Their role was to inculcate standard 
narratives into the memories of people, and in doing so, binding them together by a common thread. 
This was the job of shaman, preachers, minstrels, and storytellers of the time. They had to invent tech- 
niques to assist this process of virtualisation and re-actualisation of knowledge, and they had to design 
their own human memory systems and aid those of ordinary folk. 

In these early oral cultures of the "Folk Age,• ballad, poems, and stories were the chief strategies used 
to make things easier to virtualise. People of the'Folk Age• were also able to re-actualise such knowl- 
edge from memory in a non-linear fashion. Unlike us, they were able to manipulate sequence and 
order at will. For example, the following extract refers to a journey through a land cape that has both 
an actual and virtual existence. It is a map in the fonn of a song, in which an old Nootka woman 
explains how her ancestors navigated their canoes in the search for food-the very last line being 
significant 

"Everythin' we ever knew about the movement of the seo wos preserved in the verses of a song. For 
thousands of years we went where we wanted. and came home safe because of the song ... There 
wm a song for qoin'to China and o song forgoin'to Japan, a song for the big island. and o song for 
the smaller one. All we had trJ know was the song, and we knew where we wete. To get back, we jusr 
sang the song in reverse ... • 

Though such early oral traditions of the "Folk Age" were entirely memorial, the manuscript cultures 
that succeeded them were essentially so. The practical difference being that oral traditions relied 
entirely on variable techniques for the conservation of their memories (i.e., ballads and poems) 
whereas manuscript cultures augmented these through the application of more stable technologies 
(i.e., writing with pen, ink, and parchment). This said, they both still operated from the premise that 
knowledge was to be virtualised into, and then re-actualised from, biological memory. In these cul· 
tures books and manuscripts were considered as aids to memory rather than its substitute outside 
the mind. They were specifically designed to assist the process of virtualising things into memory in a 
way easy to later re-actualise.And the ability to do this.aqain and again, in any sequence, backwards, 
forwards, randomly, remained a highly prized skill in these cultures. 

So It was not intended by the designers of manuscripts that their prime function was to freeze 
knowledge between the bindings; no, manuscripts contained aids to memory with their contents 
being designed in a form easy to virtualise and re-actualise, with biological memory being consid- 
ered its ultimate place of conservation. Manuscripts were medieval'Power Books" intended to shape 
the collective memory of people. 

Though cultures of the ·Folk Age" were able to re-actualise and share memories between people 
these were still subject to dynamic evolution. Stories once told, remembered and then retold, would 
mould past memories with current knowledge to create new perceptions.And though written manu- 
scripts took a first step towards the standardised distribution of memories they were still limited in 
number and they varied in content with the writing of each new edition. 

This all changed in the "Machine Age," whose cultures were similar in their ability to actualise our 
memories as concrete subsitutes outside the mind of each person in ways that could be doned, mul- 
ti pied and distributed widely in an absolutely identical form. The "Machine Age• starts with the 
invention of printing from moveable type. Through this widespread distribution of standard narra- 
tives, the "Machine Age" saw the rise of literacy and the advent of collective memory. This started the 
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supression of visual langauge in our culture, and the crucial role it had played in helping individual 
people to virtualise things into their memory. 

It was Victor Hugo who observed that the invention of the printing press at the end of the Middle 
Ages killed the building as text - that the wall of a cathedral,for example, no longer had to illustrate 
the Bible, if people could read its stones in book form. 

And this gradual loss of our capacity to handle visual language resulted in a progressive erosion of our 
ability to design and manage human memory, which is absolutely reliant on our ability to manage 
images. So books, photographs, videos, and other artifacts of the "Machine Age• gradually became the 
actual substitutes for memory outside the mind of each person. 

The invention of photo-lithography at the start of this century accelerated the condition, through the 
mass production of increasingly sophisticated visual images that saturated our culture with frozen 
memories, these fossilised fragments of history - and this as literate communication had finally 
eroded our control of visual language. The condition was first observed in 1964 by Marshall McLuhan 
in Understanding Media, where he said: 

"Highly Iuetote people cannot cope with the nonverbal art of the pictorial ... The unconscious 
depth-messages of ads are never attacked by the literate, because of their incapaciry to notice or 
discuss nonverbal forms of arrangement and meaning ... The fad that rypography is itself main- 
ly subliminal in effect and that pictures ore, as well, is a secret that is safe from the book-oriented 
community." 

So the "Machine Age• evolved a culture supreme in its ability to externalise knowledge through the 
fragmentation, freezing, packaging, and distribution of our memories outside the mind of each person 
- these being actualised and doned in the mass produced artifacts of our culture: its books, pho- 
tographs, films, videotapes, and CD-Rom's. These artifacts, no longer being memory aids, but its actual 
substitute outside the mind of each person. This eroded our control of visual language, and subse- 
quent ability to design and navigate biological memory. Leaving us free to forget of the need to 
remember, it has created a form of collective memory in which people must strive for individuality, 
personal coherence, and freedom of will. 

Though the capacity to design and navigate biological memory remains alive within us, the incentive 
and will to use it has been appropriated by external agencies, the heritage and advertising industries 
and political regimes of today. They now use the power of fossilised memories - these frozen visual 
images - to construct fictional histories and bogus narratives within our collective memory. As our 
memories have been transported outwards so Big Brother has moved inwards to colonise the space 
that is left. And this process has been aided by an intellectual power game - the "fractured mirror" 
of a post-modem world - which subverts each person's ability to construct a coherent landscape in 
memory, a coherent self. This condition being predicted in the following poem by Jorge Lois Borges: 

"Thm odds and ends of memory are the only wealth 
that the rush of time leaves us. 
We are this chimerical museum of shifting forms 
this heap of broken mimus." 

Our post-modem world seems to accept such a fracturing of identity as inevitable, and when linked to 
current views that the non-linear format of digital culture on the Net will see the dissolution of narra- 
tive, then Aldous Huxley's Eyeless in Gaza might seem accurate. In this he likens our memories to 
snapshots in the mind, saying: 

·somewhere in the mind a lunatic shuffled a pack of snapshots and dealt them out random, 
shuffled once more and dealt them in a different order, again and again, indefinitely. There was 
no chronology. " 

As the digital cultures of a new'Cyber Age"begin to shape themselves, there is much we can learn 
from these preceding epochs. Throughout them both, we have seen a ronsistent drive to invent tedl- 
nologies that freeze and externalise our memories outside the mind of each person in ways that can 
be shared, so creating social cohesion between people and cultural continuity between generations. 
Tthis is the making of culture through the creation of collective memory- it is an honourable and 
necessary quest. But, since the invention of our first memory technology (wrrtmg on a stable base), 
the pendulum seems to have swung dramatically from one end of the sooal spectrum to the other. 
Indeed, whilst supreme in technological progress we seem to be inadequate at matching this with 
appropriate sociological innovation. Technology is in itself neither good nor bad - it's how we 
choose to employ it that matters. We should now be well placed to balance the pendulum of the new 
"Cyber Age" between the lessons learned from these conflicting but necessary tendencies of previous 
epochs. 

In cultures ofthe"Folk Age"the predominance of biological memory systems created virtual land- 
scapes ofknowledge within the mind of each person, their memories being flexible and dynamic. 
able to be navigated in a non-linear way. Because of this, though, they struggled to create order in 

society and social cohesion in a world full of individuals and tribes. In cultures of the"Machine Age," 
technological memory became supreme in its ability to externalise knowledge through the fragmen- 
tation, packaging and distribution of our memories outside the mind of each person. Here memories 
become fossilised artifacts, so losing their dynamic organic form and only retrievable in a linear fash- 
100. Through this form of collective memory, though, social cohesion and order has been created 
though ordinary people have to struggle to assert their individuality and freedom of will. 

Between these two epochs we now have an opportunity to construct a balanced culture for the new 
"Cyb er Age· - one that bridges the gaps between individual and collective memory and re-estab- 
lishes the power of visual language alongside that of literate communication. One that combines the 
wisdom of ancient cultures with a wise application of artificial memory technologies. One that recog- 
nises the multiple aspects of ourselves within a single coherent identity and knows that whilst master 
narratives will be replaced by many narratives there will always be stories. In this challenge we should 
be mindful of the warning from Socrates that technology placed outside the mind that which should 
rightly be within it, causing us to lose our memories, ceasing to be private individuals.and so handing 
the power to educate ourselves over to the bogus narratives of others. 

We must re-sensitise ourselves to the power and flexibility of our own human memory system We 
must reposses it, and re-establish our natural ability to virtualise things so to again navigate our own 
landscape of memory. In this sense "Cyber Space" 1s really'Psychic Spare" - the landscape of memo- 
ry made visible by technology and globahsed In doing this we must shed our inheritance from a more 
recent'Machine Age,· taking care not to elevate our technology over our biology, and extending the 
metaphors of this dead 'Machine Age," whidl advocated the.Medium as the Message," and all tech- 
nologies as ever outward extensions of the human body. In this sense it is wrong to suppose that digi- 
tal memory is a substitute for human memory. There is a world of difference: digital memory shifts 
information, whilst biolog1cal memory manipulates meaning. And, in the latter case, the construction 
of meaning is a flexible and dynamic process of mind-virtualised internally by human beings as 
they mold past memories with current experiences to create new perceptions and beliefs 

Digital memory is more akin to biologiCill memory than any previous technology, so we have an 
opportunity to create a unique amalgam from the two. And in this we have much to learn from the 
memory traditions of oral and manuscript cultures of the "Folk Age," from their shaman, minstrels, 
and storytellers. Indeed it is likely that opportunites offered by digital networks will be most readily 
grasped by those countries retaining essentially oral cultures - in Africa, India, South America, and 
Eastern Europe. 

And we must learn from Borges and Huxley to beware power games that seek to fr.lgment our mem- 
ory as a heap of broken mirrors, to be shuffled and dealt randomly by some lunatic until there is no 
chronolgy. In this we must not forget the one thing that makes us absolutely unique amongst all liv- 
ing things - whilst all other hving organisms have a past, only we have history. Only we have the 
ability to create memories and structure them as narratives in a way that can be shared between us, 
creating individual identity and social cohesion. And, finally, in revisiting and revisioning Maduhan, 
we must now understand that the memory is the message, not the medium by which its conveyed. 
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